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Abstract

This paper proposes a feedback-linearization-based control algorithm for multirotor unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). 

The feedback linearization scheme is highly efficient for considering nonlinearity between the rotational and translational 

motion of multirotor UAVs. We also propose a dynamic equation that reflects the aerodynamic effects of the vehicles; the 

equation’s parameters can be determined through curve fitting using actual flight data. We derive the feedback linearization 

controller from the proposed dynamic equation, and propose a Luenberger observer to attenuate measurement noises. The 

proposed algorithm is implemented using our in-house flight control computer, and we describe its implementation in detail. 

To investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we carry out two flight scenarios: the first scenario, an autonomous 

landing on a moving platform, is a test of maneuverability; the second, picking up and replacing an object, test the algorithm’s 

accuracy. In these scenarios, the proposed algorithm precisely controls multirotor UAVs, and we confirm that it can be 

successfully applied to real flight environments.
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1. Introduction

Research on multirotor unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

has been actively conducted in a variety of fields. Of the 

multirotor UAV technologies, flight control is particularly 

important, since multirotor UAVs inherently have unstable 

dynamics. Therefore, the flight quality of the multirotor UAVs 

varies greatly depending on the performance of the flight 

control algorithm.

Generally, a multirotor flight control structure consists 

of several control loops. If no control algorithm is applied 

to the multirotors, the longitudinal and lateral dynamics 

are unstable and its damping ratio is negative [1]. In most 

cases, angular rate feedback control is utilized to increase 

the damping of the dynamics, which stabilizes the system. 

The next step in angular rate feedback is usually attitude 

control, for which a number of algorithms have been studied. 

The most basic attitude control algorithm is a proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) controller [2-4]. Depending on 

the application, an anti-windup scheme may be applied 

to the integral (I) controller, or a first-order approximated 

differentiator may be added to the derivative (D) controller. 

In addition, linear quadratic regulator [4-5], sliding mode 

control [6-8], back-stepping control [9], adaptive control [10], 

robust control [11], feedback linearization [8], fuzzy logic [12], 

neural network [13], and other algorithms may be applied for 

attitude control.

If the final aim of flight control is the attitude control, it 

is sufficient to consider only rotational dynamics, which 

includes the angular rate and attitude states. However, 

if controlling the position of the vehicle is the final goal 

(most autonomous vehicles fall into this category), 

then translational dynamics—including states of linear 

acceleration, velocity, and position—should be considered 

in addition to rotational dynamics. Algorithms that control 

vehicle position, such as waypoint navigation, path following, 

and trajectory tracking (which further controls time) are 

widely studied in the field of guidance. Park [14] proposed 
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a guidance algorithm for autonomous aerobatic flights 

that produces acceleration commands for an inner-loop 

controller. Cho et al. [15] proposed a path following guidance 

law to follow three-dimensional paths, which generates 

acceleration commands required for exact path following. 

The output of most guidance algorithms, including those 

in the above studies, is designed to be the acceleration 

commands. Even if the output is velocity commands rather 

than linear acceleration, acceleration commands can be 

generated using velocity error and proportional control, 

as a simple example. Therefore, linear acceleration control 

is particularly important as an inner loop controller for 

guidance algorithms. The relationship between translational 

and rotational dynamics can be expressed roughly as a 

trigonometric relationship between linear acceleration 

and attitude, and comes from an Euler rotation matrix (see 

Eq. (2–4)). Thus, linear acceleration states link rotational 

and translational dynamics, emphasizing the importance 

of linear acceleration control in overall flight control. The 

most critical characteristic of linear acceleration control is 

the nonlinearity that becomes worse as the vehicle attitude 

increases. Therefore, in this study, we propose a feedback-

linearization- based controller that effectively handles this 

nonlinearity. 

Feedback linearization is a widely used approach to 

control nonlinear systems [16]. This scheme converts 

the nonlinear system to an equivalent linear system by 

substituting variables and selecting suitable control input. 

Therefore, feedback linearization has the great advantage 

that it enables any linear control theory to be applied to a 

transformed linear system. Several studies on feedback 

linearization for multirotor UAVs have been carried out. 

Al-Hiddabi [17] proposed feedback-linearization-based 

trajectory tracking algorithm. A nested control structure 

based on feedback linearization was proposed by Voos 

[18]. Mokhtari et al. [19] proposed a feedback-linearization-

based control algorithm and linear observer to estimate 

wind parameter. Benallegue et al. [20] applied a feedback-

linearization-based controller with a high-order sliding 

mode observer to a quadrotor platform. However, in most 

cases, it is limited to verification through simulation only 

not real flight tests. Furthermore, some studies have utilized 

multiple parameters—including inertia matrices, and 

parameters for motor and propellers—in a dynamic model; 

these parameters are very difficult to estimate. To overcome 

these disadvantages, we propose a method that performs 

dynamic modeling easily and quickly by employing a system 

identification and curve fitting method using real flight 

data. Based on the identified model, we design a feedback 

linearization controller, and a Luenberger observer [21-22], 

to manage measurement noise that should be handled in 

actual implementation to increase control performance. The 

proposed control and observer algorithms are implemented 

in the embedded microcontroller of an in-house flight 

control computer using the C programming language, and 

detail the implementation steps herein. We also conduct 

flight experiments under various scenarios to evaluate the 

control performance of the proposed algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 proposes flight control algorithms, including a feedback-

linearization-based controller; Section 3 describes the 

implementation of these algorithms. Section 4 presents the 

flight test results for various scenarios, and our conclusions 

are summarized in Section 5.

2. Flight Control Algorithms

This chapter describes a control architecture and control 

algorithms. A feedback linearization controller is the main 

controller, and others control attitude and yaw rate. We also 

present a Luenberger observer to handle measurement noise.

2.1 Flight Control Architecture

In this study, the flight control architecture is designed in 

a cascade, as shown in Fig. 1. A guidance algorithm that acts 

5 

Fig. 1. Flight control architecture 
 

Table 1. Summary of the controllers 

States to control Type 

Linear acceleration Feedback linearization controller 

Yaw rate Feed-forward PI controller with anti-windup filter 
using a forgetting factor 

Roll and pitch angle 
PID controller with anti-windup filter using a 
forgetting factor and first-order approximated 

differentiator 
 
 
2.2 Feedback Linearization Controller 

This section proposes a control algorithm based on feedback linearization for linear acceleration 

control. The main reason for using this controller is that relationship between translational and 

rotational motion of a multirotor UAV is inherently nonlinear, and this nonlinearity becomes dominant 

as attitude increases. Situations with relatively high attitude are very common, making the feedback 

linearization controller very useful. The proposed control algorithm effectively handles coupling of 

each axis and has a pure integrator. Therefore, steady-state errors can be significantly reduced. 

To derive equations of motion, we need to analyze the forces acting on a vehicle—gravity, motor 

thrust, and aerodynamic drag. Here we exclude lift force since it is not dominant. The assumptions 

made in deriving equations are listed below: 

a. The gravity vector [0 0 ]g   acts in the positive z-axis direction in the north-east-down (NED) 

frame. 

b. The direction of the thrust vector [0 0 ]thr thrC u   is the negative z-axis in the body frame, 
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the magnitude of this vector is proportional to throttle signal, thru  and thrC  is a proportional 

constant. 

c. The magnitude of the drag force is approximately proportional to air velocity, and its direction 

is always opposite the velocity direction. The adequacy of this assumption was verified through 

flight test data and described in Appendix B. 

d. Vertical wind velocity is close to zero. 

These assumptions lead to equations of motion related to linear acceleration vector 

[ ]lon lat downa a a  , described in a longitudinal-lateral-down coordinate system where only yaw angle 

rotation is applied from the NED coordinate system: 

    
,

1 1
,
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0 0
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down thr thr down down inertial

a C v
a C v

a C u g C v
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where    and    correspond to the pitch and roll rotation matrices; lonC , latC , and downC  are 

proportional constants of the longitudinal, lateral, and down axis; and ,lon airv , ,lat airv , and ,down inertialv  

denote the air velocity of longitudinal and lateral axis, and the inertial velocity of down axis. 

Equation (1) can be written for each axis as follows: 

 , , , , ,cos sin ,lon thr thr lon lon inertial lon lon wind lon air lon inertial lon winda C u C v C v v v v        , (2) 

 , , , , ,sin ,lat thr thr lat lat inertial lat lat wind lat air lat inertial lat winda C u C v C v v v v      , (3) 

 ,cos cosdown thr thr down down inertiala C u g C v      . (4) 

 

2.2.1. Controller for Horizontal Linear Acceleration 

From Eq. (2) and (3), the sine value of the roll and pitch angles can be simplified as below, 

assuming that the attitudes are relatively small and the attitude controller has a fast bandwidth, so that 

the current attitude is close to the commands. 

 , , ,sin cmd sum cmd FL wind comp       , (5) 

 , , ,sin cmd sum cmd FL wind comp       , (6) 
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as an outer loop generates controller commands of linear 

acceleration and yaw rate. A controller for horizontal linear 

acceleration has an inner-loop controller for roll and pitch 

angle, and a vertical linear acceleration controller directly 

generates control output, and so is a yaw rate controller. A 

motor-mixing algorithm combines these control outputs and 

angular rate feedback signals to produce each motor control 

signals. Table 1 summarizes the controllers described above.

A derivative control for yaw rate is not applicable since 

angular acceleration is difficult to estimate. The feedback 

linearization controller effectively controls the linear 

acceleration vector and considers coupling between 

each axis. The next section further details the feedback 

linearization controller.

2.2 Feedback Linearization Controller

This section proposes a control algorithm based on 

feedback linearization for linear acceleration control. The 

main reason for using this controller is that relationship 

between translational and rotational motion of a multirotor 

UAV is inherently nonlinear, and this nonlinearity becomes 

dominant as attitude increases. Situations with relatively 

high attitude are very common, making the feedback 

linearization controller very useful. The proposed control 

algorithm effectively handles coupling of each axis and 

has a pure integrator. Therefore, steady-state errors can be 

significantly reduced.

To derive equations of motion, we need to analyze the 

forces acting on a vehicle—gravity, motor thrust, and 

aerodynamic drag. Here we exclude lift force since it is not 

dominant. The assumptions made in deriving equations are 

listed below:

a.  The gravity vector [0 0 g]T acts in the positive z-axis 

direction in the north-east-down (NED) frame.

b.  The direction of the thrust vector [0 0 -Cthruthr]T is the 

negative z-axis in the body frame, the magnitude of this 

vector is proportional to throttle signal, uthr and Cthr is a 

proportional constant.

c.  The magnitude of the drag force is approximately 

proportional to air velocity, and its direction is always 

opposite the velocity direction. The adequacy of this 

assumption was verified through flight test data and 

described in Appendix B.

d. Vertical wind velocity is close to zero.

These assumptions lead to equations of motion related 

to linear acceleration vector [alon, alat, adown]T, described in 
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9 

If ,FL downu  is provided, we can compute the final control output for vertical linear acceleration. 

This control output has two main advantages: 

a. This control output considers attitude and angular rotation compensation. Therefore, vertical 

linear acceleration can be precisely controlled under dynamic flight environments. 

b. This controller form produces smooth control output from the integration for thru , so that 

actuators (for example, electronic speed controllers) are safe and free of sudden changes in 

actuation commands. 

 

2.2.3. Controller for Linearized Dynamics 

This section describes the design procedure for the controller applied to the linearized dynamics. If 

a PI controller with an anti-windup scheme using a forgetting factor is utilized, then the gain selection 

process can be simplified. This is another practical advantage of the proposed control algorithm. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Controller design for feedback linearized dynamics 

 

For an example of the down axis, linearized plant ( )G s  and PI controller ( )PIC s  are represented 

by Eq. (19) and (20), respectively (see Fig. 2). 
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where PK , IK , and fF  denote proportional, integral, and forgetting factor gains, respectively. 

Therefore, a closed loop system ( )CL s  is written as Eq. (21): 
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This type of command architecture has several advantages: 

a. The term for wind compensation can effectively handle wind disturbances and increase the 

controller’s bandwidth. 

b. The pure integrator can eliminate linear acceleration control steady-state errors, and the 

generated controller output has minimal noise owing to the integration. 

c. The generated controller output considers the yaw rate and throttle compensation; therefore, 

this controller can effectively control horizontal linear acceleration under several dynamic 

environments; roll angle compensation is also considered for longitudinal linear acceleration 

control. 

d. If a PID controller is applied to generate ,FL lonu  and ,FL latu ; then, analysis for gain selection 

can be simplified. 
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Final control output uthr for vertical linear acceleration has 

the form shown below, and here, uthr,trim denotes constant 

control input for a hovering flight.
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If uFL,down is provided, we can compute the final control 

output for vertical linear acceleration. This control output 

has two main advantages:

a.  This control output considers attitude and angular 

rotation compensation. Therefore, vertical linear 

acceleration can be precisely controlled under dynamic 

flight environments.
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Table 2. The Luenberger observer for linear acceleration
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where lonC  and thrC  correspond to system matrix A  and input matrix B , respectively. The 

term cos costhru     is equal to observer input U , and lonL  denotes the longitudinal observer gain. 

For other axes, update rules are derived similarly and are shown below: 
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To investigate the performance of the observer, we carried out a test flight, the results of which are 

shown in Fig. 3. The blue line indicates measured data from a MEMS sensor and brown line is the 

estimated value. We thus confirm that measurement noise is well attenuated. Fig. 4 shows error 

histograms (measured data minus estimated value) with average values close to zero. Based on these 

experimental results, we can confirm that the proposed Luenberger observer is an unbiased estimator 

for linear acceleration. 
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b.  This controller form produces smooth control output 

from the integration for  , so that actuators (for example, 

electronic speed controllers) are safe and free of sudden 

changes in actuation commands.

2.2.3 Controller for Linearized Dynamics

This section describes the design procedure for the 

controller applied to the linearized dynamics. If a PI controller 

with an anti-windup scheme using a forgetting factor is 

utilized, then the gain selection process can be simplified. 

This is another practical advantage of the proposed control 

algorithm.

For an example of the down axis, linearized plant G(s) 

and PI controller CPI(s) are represented by Eq. (19) and (20), 

respectively (see Fig. 2).
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where PK , IK , and fF  denote proportional, integral, and forgetting factor gains, respectively. 

Therefore, a closed loop system ( )CL s  is written as Eq. (21): 
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A dominant P gain is recommended over a dominant I gain, since the signal generated by controller 

( )PIC s  passes through the integrator. If the controller has a large I gain, then it may increase phase 

lag, which is not preferable in most cases. These conditions, along with a small forgetting factor gain, 

reduce steady-state error. If the gains are set as described above, the closed-loop system is 

approximated by the following equation: 
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From Eq. (22), we can see that the bandwidth of the closed-loop system is roughly PK . Therefore, 

the P gain can be determined by considering the bandwidth of an inner-loop controller or navigation 

filter bandwidth. The I gain and forgetting factor gain are also determined to be sufficiently smaller 

than the P gain. With these instructions, we can easily determine the gains of controller ( )PIC s . 

 

2.3 The Luenberger Observer 

This section describes the Luenberger observer for linear acceleration estimation. Observers are 

mainly utilized to estimate states that are not measured directly; however, it can also effectively 

attenuate measurement noise if we have proper dynamics related to the states of interest. Equations 

(2–4) present the linear acceleration dynamics, therefore, we can construct a Luenberger observer to 

reduce measurement noise. A Kalman filter can also be used to reduce the noise, but has more tuning 

parameters. A Luenberger observer has only a single tuning parameter, an L  matrix, and can be 

implemented with much less computational power than a Kalman filter. Equation (23) shows the basic 

form of the Luenberger observer when an output and state are equal. 
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For simplicity, the yaw rate is assumed to be zero. Then, an update rule to estimated longitudinal 

linear acceleration ˆlona  can be described using the following equation: 
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where lonC  and thrC  correspond to system matrix A  and input matrix B , respectively. The 

term cos costhru     is equal to observer input U , and lonL  denotes the longitudinal observer gain. 

For other axes, update rules are derived similarly and are shown below: 
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To investigate the performance of the observer, we carried out a test flight, the results of which are 

shown in Fig. 3. The blue line indicates measured data from a MEMS sensor and brown line is the 

estimated value. We thus confirm that measurement noise is well attenuated. Fig. 4 shows error 

histograms (measured data minus estimated value) with average values close to zero. Based on these 

experimental results, we can confirm that the proposed Luenberger observer is an unbiased estimator 

for linear acceleration. 
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results, we can confirm that the proposed Luenberger 

observer is an unbiased estimator for linear acceleration.

2.4 Roll, Pitch Angle, and Yaw Rate Controllers

This section describes controllers for the roll, pitch angle 

and yaw rate. Roll and pitch angle controllers are inner-loop 

controllers for the horizontal linear acceleration controller. 

In this study, we applied a PID controller and an anti-

windup scheme using a forgetting factor and first-order 

approximated differentiator. The equation below represents 

the PID controller CPID(s): 
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Fig. 3. Test results of the Luenberger observer (blue: measured data, brown: estimated data) 

 
Fig. 4. Error histograms of the estimated linear acceleration 
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where DK  denote the derivative gain and fF  and c  are the forgetting factor and cut-off 

frequency for approximated differentiator, respectively. 

  The PID controller generates final control outputs ( )lon s  and ( )lat s  for longitudinal and lateral 
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where δrud(s), er(s), KFF, and rcmd(s) denote the controller 

output, yaw rate error, feed-forward gain, and yaw rate 

command, respectively.
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describe the implementation of the proposed algorithm. 

3.1 The In-house Flight Control Computer

Development of the in-house flight control computer 

(FCC) began in September 2015, and the current version 

is stable. Fig. 5 shows the FCC, which was designed using 

printed circuit board design software, EAGLE CAD [23]. Its 

key electronic components are low-cost, and are summarized 

in Table 3.

The FCC combines a microcontroller and a Linux 

computer. The TM4C129x microcontroller runs navigation 

and control algorithms that should be executed with 

accurate timing. In contrast, the DuoVero Linux computer 

runs several algorithms—including mission planning, 

path planning, and health monitoring—with higher 

computing costs than those of the algorithms executed by 

the microcontroller. Therefore, this integrated FCC is highly 

efficient for controlling multirotor UAVs.

In addition, the FCC has a special feature of emergency 

mode for flight safety. The FCC continuously checks voltage 

of a main battery and wireless link status. If low voltage or 

link lost is detected, it automatically switches to emergency 

mode and then moves to the first take-off position and lands 

autonomously. Table 4 presents the specifications of the 

FCC; additional details are described in [24].

3.2 Development Environments

This section describes the FCC development environment, 

which are also shown in Fig. 6. Most of the design and 

analysis take place in MATLAB® and Simulink®, and are 

then implemented in Code Composer Studio using C 

Table 4. FCC Specifications
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Composer Studio using C programming language [25]. TivaWare peripheral libraries are employed 

for abstracting MCU peripherals [26] and JTAG is used for real-time debugging, significantly 

shortening development time. To help readers understand, the laboratory picture of firmware 

uploading is shown in Fig. 7. 
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programming language [25]. TivaWare peripheral libraries 

are employed for abstracting MCU peripherals [26] and JTAG 

is used for real-time debugging, significantly shortening 

development time. To help readers understand, the 

laboratory picture of firmware uploading is shown in Fig. 7.

3.3 Implementation Processes

The procedure for applying the proposed algorithm is 

described in this section. Multirotor UAVs are inherently 

dynamically unstable but are stable when an angular rate 

feedback loop is applied. The first necessary step is vehicle 

system identification to obtain its dynamic characteristics. 

Detailed results are shown in Appendix A.

Step 1:  System identification of a multirotor UAV with an 

angular rate feedback loop [27]

Once we obtain system identification results, we can 

design controllers, as shown in Step 2–3.

Step 2: Design roll and pitch angle controllers

Step 3: Design yaw rate controller

The next step is to estimate parameters Clon, Clat, and Cdown, 

which represent the linear acceleration dynamics shown in 

Eq. (2–4). These parameters can be determined via curve 

fitting from real flight data. Appendix B shows the parameter 

estimation process.

Step 4: Parameter estimation by curve fitting [28]

The Luenberger observer can be implemented using 

the parameters estimated in Step 4. Error dynamics of the 

observer can be formulated as Eq. (30). Therefore, observer 

gains—including Llon, Llat, and Ldown—are determined 

according to the design requirement of the observer. Then, 

the linear acceleration controller can be designed as the next 

step.
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  Step 5: Luenberger observer implementation using Eq. (30).
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This section describes comparison results between feed-

forward PID controller and feedback linearization controller 

to control linear acceleration, and flight test results for two 

flight scenarios designed to investigate the maneuverability 

and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.

4.1  Comparison of Feed-forward PID and Feedback 
Linearization Controller

To investigate control performance of the feedback 

linearization controller, we compared the control 

performance with the classic feed-forward PID controller 

(FF-PID). Flight experiments were carried out in an outdoor 

environment, and specifications of a target multirotor are 

summarized in Table 5. In case of the FF-PID controller, an 

anti-windup scheme using a forgetting factor is utilized to 

integral control, and first-order approximated differentiator 

is applied to the derivative control. In addition, the 

derivative gain is set to be small since the differential value 

of acceleration error is generally very large. Therefore, the 

FF-PID controller uFF-PID can be formulated by the following 

equation. 
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where cmdA  and acce  are command and error of linear acceleration. 
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where Acmd and eacc are command and error of linear 

acceleration.

The control results of two controllers are shown in Fig. 8. 

Although the FF-PID controller shows good tracking 

performance, however, the error was not converged to zero 

exactly. Unlike the FF-PID controller, the proposed algorithm 

converges the steady state error to zero and shows good 

tracking performance even for the large value of commands 

than the FF-PID controller case. Therefore, the proposed 

algorithm has better control performance than the classical 

FF-PID controller and the steady state error converges to 

zero due to the pure integrator. This characteristic leads to 

robustness against various disturbances when operating in 

an outdoor environment.

4.2  First Scenario: Landing on the Moving Platform

Automatic landing of a multirotor UAV is useful in many 

applications. There have been many studies of landing on 

static targets, and some addressing landing on moving 
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Fig. 9. System configuration (scenario 1) 

The vehicle specification is presented in Table 5; Fig. 9 shows an overall system structure. An 

ODROID-XU4 vision computer recognizes a marker on the moving platform using camera images 

and estimates a position vector relative to the marker |mark curr  and marker velocity vector markV  
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platforms are currently being pursued. Hence, we selected 

this scenario to verify the dynamic performance of the 

proposed algorithm.

The vehicle specification is presented in Table 5; Fig. 9 

shows an overall system structure. An ODROID-XU4 vision 

computer recognizes a marker on the moving platform using 

camera images and estimates a position vector relative to 

the marker rmark|cur and marker velocity vector Vmark through → →
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a geolocation algorithm and Kalman filter. Finally, linear 

acceleration command vector Acmd is generated from the 

equation below (see Fig. 10):
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 is 
transmitted to the FCC and controlled by the proposed 

feedback- linearization-based controller to land on the 

moving platform. Details on image processing, geolocation, 

and Kalman filter algorithms are described in [29].

Figure 11 shows the stacked images representing the 

moving platform and multirotor vehicle. The vehicle flies on 

a curved path and then lands precisely on the marker in a 

straight path; these paths are shown in Fig. 12. The red line is 

the estimated path of the marker, the blue line corresponds 

to the vehicle’s path, and the vertical dashed lines connect 

equivalent time points. Inner-loop control results are shown 

in Fig. 13 and correspond to linear acceleration control for 

lateral, longitudinal, and down, axes; and velocity control for 

lateral, longitudinal, and down axes. The mission was started 

at 1268 second, and the vehicle tracked the given control 

commands during the flight. The vehicle descended from 

about 1295 seconds, and finally landed near 1302 seconds. 

We also confirmed that linear acceleration measurement 

noise was caused by the impact of landing. Therefore, we can 

ensure that the proposed control algorithm works precisely 

→
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through a geolocation algorithm and Kalman filter. Finally, linear acceleration command vector cmdA  

is generated from the equation below (see Fig. 10): 

 | |( ),curcmd A cmd cmd mark P mark cur D mark curA K V V V V K r K r      , (32) 

where curV  is the vehicle’s velocity vector; AK  is a proportional gain for the command vector; and 

PK  and DK  denote proportional and derivative gains for generating velocity command vector cmdV . 

Command vector cmdA  is transmitted to the FCC and controlled by the proposed feedback- 

linearization-based controller to land on the moving platform. Details on image processing, 

geolocation, and Kalman filter algorithms are described in [29]. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Algorithm for landing on the moving platform (scenario 1) 

  Figure 11 shows the stacked images representing the moving platform and multirotor vehicle. The 

vehicle flies on a curved path and then lands precisely on the marker in a straight path; these paths are 

shown in Fig. 12. The red line is the estimated path of the marker, the blue line corresponds to the 

vehicle’s path, and the vertical dashed lines connect equivalent time points. Inner-loop control results 

are shown in Fig. 13 and correspond to linear acceleration control for lateral, longitudinal, and down, 

axes; and velocity control for lateral, longitudinal, and down axes. The mission was started at 1268 

second, and the vehicle tracked the given control commands during the flight. The vehicle descended 

from about 1295 seconds, and finally landed near 1302 seconds. We also confirmed that linear 

Fig. 10.  Algorithm for landing on the moving platform (scenario 1)
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acceleration measurement noise was caused by the impact of landing. Therefore, we can ensure that 

the proposed control algorithm works precisely under dynamic flight environments. 

 

Fig. 11. Stacked images of the flight test (scenario 1) 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Stacked images of the flight test (scenario 1)
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under dynamic flight environments.

4.3  Second Scenario: Picking up and Replacing an 
Object

The second scenario is picking up and replacing a small 

object. This object is magnetic and can be picked up by a 

magnetic gripper. Since this scenario requires centimeter-

level position control accuracy, it is suitable for testing 

the precision of the proposed control algorithm. The 

specification of the utilized multirotor UAV is summarized 

in Table 6.

An image processing algorithm recognizes the colored 

target and calculates its position in the NED frame. The 

vehicle approaches the object and picks it up, then moves 

to the target point, drops the object, and ends the mission 

21 

 

Fig. 12. Paths of the marker and the vehicle (scenario 1) 

 
Fig. 13. Flight control results of linear acceleration and velocity (scenario 1) 

Fig. 12. Paths of the marker and the vehicle (scenario 1)
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Fig. 13. Flight control results of linear acceleration and velocity (scenario 1) Fig. 13. Flight control results of linear acceleration and velocity (scenario 1)
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scenario. The position controller generates an acceleration 

command from the position error, and this command 

is transferred to the proposed control algorithm. If the 

controller is configured as a PD controller as shown in Fig. 

14, the closed-loop transfer function for position CLpos(s) 

can be expressed as Eq. (32). For simplicity, we assume 

that the closed-loop response of the linear acceleration 

is equal to one, which is reasonable in most cases since 

linear acceleration control is much faster than position 

control.

Table 6. Multirotor specification (scenario 2)
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4.3. Second Scenario: Picking up and Replacing an Object 

  The second scenario is picking up and replacing a small object. This object is magnetic and can be 

picked up by a magnetic gripper. Since this scenario requires centimeter-level position control 

accuracy, it is suitable for testing the precision of the proposed control algorithm. The specification of 

the utilized multirotor UAV is summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6. Multirotor specification (scenario 2) 

Dimension Weight Power System Gripper System 
Octorotor (X8) 

800 mm wheelbase 
410 mm height 

6.2 kg 
(including battery)

6S1P Li-Po Battery
40A ESC 

16 × 5.4 inch prop.

Neodymiun Magnetic Gripper 
Diameter 40 mm, Height 25 mm 

On/off control via GPIO 
 
  An image processing algorithm recognizes the colored target and calculates its position in the NED 

frame. The vehicle approaches the object and picks it up, then moves to the target point, drops the 

object, and ends the mission scenario. The position controller generates an acceleration command 

from the position error, and this command is transferred to the proposed control algorithm. If the 

controller is configured as a PD controller as shown in Fig. 14, the closed-loop transfer function for 

position ( )posCL s  can be expressed as Eq. (32). For simplicity, we assume that the closed-loop 

response of the linear acceleration is equal to one, which is reasonable in most cases since linear 

acceleration control is much faster than position control. 
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Fig. 14. Position controller design (scenario 2) 
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Fig. 15. Flight test results (scenario 2) 

  Photographs of the scenario flight results are shown in Fig. 15. Figure 16 shows the flight path of 

the vehicle during the scenario, Fig. 17 shows inner-loop control results corresponding to linear 

acceleration on the lateral, longitudinal, and down axis; and velocity on the lateral, longitudinal, and 

down axes sequentially from the top. The vehicle takes off at around 175 seconds and slowly 

descends while maintaining a horizontal position from 183 seconds after recognizing the target object. 

Fig. 15. Flight test results (scenario 2)
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Therefore, using the above relationship, the proportional 

gain KP and derivative gain KD of the PD controller can be 

analytically determined using damping ratio δ and natural 

frequency ωn as below:
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Photographs of the scenario flight results are shown 

in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the flight path of the vehicle 

during the scenario, Fig. 17 shows inner-loop control 

results corresponding to linear acceleration on the lateral, 

longitudinal, and down axis; and velocity on the lateral, 

longitudinal, and down axes sequentially from the top. The 

vehicle takes off at around 175 seconds and slowly descends 

while maintaining a horizontal position from 183 seconds 

after recognizing the target object. After taking the object 

near 200 seconds, the vehicle’s altitude increases and it 

moves to the target point, and finally drops the target object 

near 208 seconds. The flight results show that the proposed 

control algorithm successfully performs precise linear 

acceleration control; therefore, we can confirm that accurate 

position control is possible in real flight environments.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a control algorithm 

based on feedback linearization. This controller effectively 

accounts for the nonlinearity between rotational and 

translational dynamics of multirotor UAVs, allowing precise 

control of these vehicles. In addition, the derived controller 

shows that the coupling on each axis is appropriately 

compensated, and there is no steady-state error due to the 

integrator on each axis. The proposed Luenberger observer 

effectively removes the measurement noise, making it 

possible to further increase the controller gain and improve 

control performance.

A dynamic model reflecting the vehicle characteristics 

can be obtained using the system identification and curve 

fitting methods described in Appendices A and B. Based on 

this dynamic model, the proposed algorithm can be easily 

tuned and implemented by following the steps presented 

in Section 3. To investigate its control performance, the 

algorithm proposed in this research was implemented in 

an in-house flight control computer. Various scenarios 

were designed and tested to verify the maneuverability 

and accuracy of the algorithm. The flight tests confirmed 

that the proposed algorithm can control a multirotor UAV 

precisely under various flight environments and can be 

easily implemented.
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After taking the object near 200 seconds, the vehicle’s altitude increases and it moves to the target 

point, and finally drops the target object near 208 seconds. The flight results show that the proposed 

control algorithm successfully performs precise linear acceleration control; therefore, we can confirm 

that accurate position control is possible in real flight environments. 

 
Fig. 16. Flight path of the vehicle (scenario 2) 

 

5. Conclusion 

  In this paper, we have proposed a control algorithm based on feedback linearization. This controller 

effectively accounts for the nonlinearity between rotational and translational dynamics of multirotor 

UAVs, allowing precise control of these vehicles. In addition, the derived controller shows that the 

coupling on each axis is appropriately compensated, and there is no steady-state error due to the 

integrator on each axis. The proposed Luenberger observer effectively removes the measurement 

noise, making it possible to further increase the controller gain and improve control performance. 

  A dynamic model reflecting the vehicle characteristics can be obtained using the system 

identification and curve fitting methods described in Appendices A and B. Based on this dynamic 

Fig. 16. Flight path of the vehicle (scenario 2)
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Appendix A

Rotational dynamics are stable when angular rate 

feedback is applied. This dynamics can be identified by 

system identification. We performed system identification 

using the MATLAB® System Identification ToolboxTM for 

pitch and yaw axes, since the roll and pitch axes are normally 

mostly symmetric. The identification results are shown in 

Fig. 18 for the pitch axis and Fig. 19 for the yaw axis. In each 

figure, the input and output signals are shown on the bottom 

and top, respectively, and the identified models estimate the 

system output precisely. The transfer function model and 

mean squared error (MSE) are summarized in Table 7. The 

obtained model can be utilized to design roll, pitch angle, 

and yaw rate controllers.
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hovering condition, in which linear acceleration, velocity, 

and attitude (excluding yaw angle) are all zero. Then, we can 

obtain the equation for the parameter:
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Other constants including lonC , latC , and downC  are determined using MATLAB® Curve Fitting 
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the slope. Since generic multirotor UAVs are symmetric for longitudinal and lateral axes, we 

estimated parameters lonC  and downC  only; these results are shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, 

respectively. In both cases, the residuals are distributed near zero. Therefore, the assumed dynamic 

equation was validated experimentally; these parameters can be determined via curve fitting. 
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identified by system identification. We performed system identification using the MATLAB® System 

Identification ToolboxTM for pitch and yaw axes, since the roll and pitch axes are normally mostly 

symmetric. The identification results are shown in Fig. 18 for the pitch axis and Fig. 19 for the yaw 

axis. In each figure, the input and output signals are shown on the bottom and top, respectively, and 

the identified models estimate the system output precisely. The transfer function model and mean 

squared error (MSE) are summarized in Table 7. The obtained model can be utilized to design roll, 

pitch angle, and yaw rate controllers. 
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Table 7. System identification results 

Axis Input [none] Output [rad/sec] Transfer function MSE [rad/sec] 

Pitch ele  Pitch rate 2
22.19 949.3

10.36 362.4
s

s s


 
 0.06239 

Yaw rud  Yaw rate 
69.94

12.87s 
 0.0713 

Fig. 18. System identification result of the pitch axis
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These equations are a form of the first-order polynomial 

equation, and the parameters correspond to the slope. Since 

generic multirotor UAVs are symmetric for longitudinal and 

lateral axes, we estimated parameters Clon and Cdown only; 

these results are shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, respectively. 

In both cases, the residuals are distributed near zero. 

Therefore, the assumed dynamic equation was validated 

experimentally; these parameters can be determined via 

curve fitting.

Table 8. Curve fitting results
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Fig. 21. Curve fitting results of vertical axis 

Table 8. Curve fitting results 

Axis X data Y data Parameter Value RMSE [m/s2]

Longitudinal ,lon inertialv  cos sinlon thr thra C u    lonC  0.2313 1.38 

Vertical ,down inertialv  cos cosdown thr thra C u g   downC  0.1166 1.51 
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Fig. 21. Curve fitting results of vertical axis
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